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Introduction



ABOUT JOYN
JOYN is a staffing and recruiting 

company based in Auckland, New 

Zealand that specializes in 

supplying companies with 

short-term HR and recruitment 

consultants. 



A video is worth a thousand CVs. With over 
3,000,000 interviews processed, myInterview 
provides small businesses, large companies and 
enterprises an intuitive, collaborative and reliable 
hiring platform. Get to know the personality 
behind the resume and meet your candidates 
before they walk through the door! 

ABOUT MYINTERVIEW



The Challenge



UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM

PROBLEM: Due to the Covid pandemic New Zealand’s borders are still closed, which 

made it tougher for JOYN to hire, especially considering they have limited resources.

NEEDS: JOYN was interested in utilizing video interview technology that was modern, 

innovative, and would save their clients time and money. They wanted to advance 

their offering while adjusting to any location or time restrictions. 

SOLUTION: myInterview allows both candidates and recruiters to be flexible and hire 

more efficiently



Q&A



A: “My team and I reviewed several different softwares and discovered that 
myInterview’s usability was fantastic. Even the least tech-savy employee was able 
to understand and comment on the simplicity of the interface. We also liked 
myInterview because it was completely customizable and we were able to make it 
unique to JOYN.” 

Q: “Why did you choose 
myInterview?”



A: “With myInterview, our overall recruitment process became increasingly 
efficient and our time to hire was much faster. We were able to complete more 
interviews because we weren’t spending time trying to schedule interviews or 
work around time zones.” 

Q: “How did myInterview help your 
company’s recruitment process?”



The Results



- Jonathan Rice
CEO of JOYN 
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START HIRING WITH VIDEO INTERVIEWS TODAY
It’s totally free!

joyn.co.nz

myinterview.com

Try it Now!

https://myinterview.com/?utm_source=casestudy&utm_content=joyn

